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Muon-spin-relaxation studies of flux pinning in BizSrzCaCuzos and Pbo 7Bi, 3Sr2CaCuzos
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We have studied flux-depinning phenomena in the Bi2Sr2CaCu208 (Bi 2:2:1:2) and Pb-doped
Pbo ~Bi &,Sr2CaCu208 (Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2)systems using the transverse-field muon-spin-relaxation (pSR) tech-
nique. Comparison of field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled (ZFC) results with external fields applied
along the c axis of single-crystal specimens defines an irreversibility temperature (depinning temperature)

T;,„: the FC and ZFC relaxation rates are essentially identical above T;,„,while the relaxation rate in the
ZFC measurements is larger than that in the FC measurements below T;„„,reflecting the increased inho-

mogeneity of the local fields in the ZFC measurements due to flux pinning. The irreversibility line

T;,„(H) in the H-T phase diagram for Bi 2:2:1:2,obtained by @SR measurements for several fields, is

compared with previous results from ac-susceptibility and mechanical-oscillator measurements. Using a
superconducting-quantum-interference-device (SQUID) magnetometer, the time-dependent diamagnetic
magnetization has been measured in the same Bi 2:2:1:2crystals. We show that the results from pSR
and these other techniques can be explained consistently within a framework of the flux-creep model.
The irreversibility temperature in Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2, determined by pSR measurements, is significantly
higher than that in the pure Bi 2:2:1:2system. This result, together with the larger critical current and
the higher activation energy Uo in the Pb-Bi 2:2:I:2crystals as found by the SQUID magnetization mea-

surements, suggests an enhancement of flux pinning by the Pb doping. We also compare the @SR results
in sintered ceramic, oriented film, and single-crystal specimens in the pure Bi 2:2:1:2system, and discuss
possible effects of sample morphology on @SRmeasurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most type-II superconductors, including cuprate high-
temperature superconductors (HTSC), exhibit irreversible
magnetic phenomena the field-cooled (FC) magnetiza-
tion is less diamagnetic than the zero-field-cooled (ZFC)
magnetization below an irreversibility temperature T;„.
In most conventional superconductors, T;,„ is very close
to the superconducting transition temperature T, . In
some HTSC systems, however, the irreversibility temper-
ature T;„, is considerably lower than T, due to the high
transition temperatures and usually small pinning ener-
gies, related to the short coherence lengths g. The field-
temperature (H T) phase diagram-is divided into two
large regions of reversible and irreversible behavior. It is
generally believed that the irreversible regime is charac-
terized by the pinning of magnetic Aux vortices. At finite
temperatures, thermal Auctuations cause dynamic motion
of Aux vortices, as indicated by the logarithmic time
dependence of the diamagnetic magnetization. The Aux-
creep model explain the separation of reversible and ir-
reversible regimes as a result of a rapid change of the
time scale of thermally activated Aux motion around T;„;
this model does not involve a phase transition. In con-
trast, alternative models, such as Aux melting or vortex
glass models, assume a phase transition of the Aux lattice
at T;„. In spite of great experimental and theoretical
effort, a detailed understanding of the thermal behavior
of Aux vortices does not exist. In order to study dynamic
behavior, it is very useful to perform measurements of
time- and temperature-dependent properties using

methods having various time windows sensitive to
different aspects of Aux motion.

Palstra et al. have demonstrated the thermally ac-
tivated nature of the Aux-creep process via resistance
measurements of single crystal Bi2 2Sr2Cao 8Cu20~+ &.

The resistance was found to be current independent
and could be described by the Arrhenius law
p=poexp( —UolkT), where the prefactor po is indepen-
dent of temperature, magnetic field, and orientation. The
activation energy Uo depends on the magnetic field, rang-
ing from 0.03 to 0.3 eV near T, . Mechanical oscillator
measurements performed by Gammel et aI. give the
field-dependent depinning temperature T;„(H) in the
BizSrzCaCu208 system at a frequency of 2 kHz. For a
field of several teslas, T;„was found to be about —,

' of the
superconducting transition temperature T, —80 K.
These two experiments, and other critical current mea-
surements in BizSrzCaCu20s (denoted as Bi 2:2:I:2
henceforth) systems suggest that the magnetic flux vor-
tices in this system are highly mobile over a broad tem-
perature region above T;„. Therefore, the 2:2:1:2system
is very suitable for studying Aux depinning or Aux melt-
ing phenomena.

Muon-spin relaxation (@SR) is a very powerful method
in the study of local magnetic fields and their distribu-
tion. In type-II superconductors at intermediate fields
(H, i &H,„, &H, 2), there is an inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of local fields due to the lattice of Aux vortices.
Thanks to this feature, one can deduce the magnetic-field
penetration depth A, from the muon-spin-relaxation rate
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cr, as demonstrated in extensive pSR measurements in
high-T, superconductors. In this paper, we report pSR
measurements in pure and Pb-substituted Bi 2:2:1:2sys-
tems. Our results cover two different interests: methodo-
logical aspects of pSR studies of flux pinning and materi-
al research using pSR.

We first demonstrate how @SR detects flux depinning
phenomena through the comparison of ZFC and FC
measurements. This feature of pSR has been reported by
Pumpin et al. in their measurements of YBa2Cu307 as
well as by our prior conference report of a part of
the present study in Bi 2:2:1:2,' and recently by Zimmer-
mann et al. ' in their interesting pSR measurements of
current-induced flux motion. The present report involves
the study of the magnetic-field dependence of the depin-
ning temperature T;„,(H) and the comparison with re-
sults obtained by the mechanical oscillator and ac-
susceptibility measurements. ' We also present the re-
sults of a superconducting-quantum-interference-device
(SQUID) magnetometer measurements of time-dependent
diamagnetic magnetization in the same single crystals
used in the pSR measurements. Within a framework of
the flux-creep model, we construct a simple picture to ex-
plain the results from these different techniques con-
sistently, and estimate a time window for the pSR tech-
nique in the study of flux-pinning phenomena.

Additionally, we report pSR measurements in Pb-
substituted Pba 7Bi»SrzCaCu20s single crystals (denoted
as Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2 henceforth). In general, the critical
current density in a superconductor is determined by the
balance of the pinning and Lorentz forces on flux vor-
tices. The introduction of defects into the crystal lattice,
for example, by neutron' ' and ion irradiation, ' shock
compression, ' or precipitation, ' has often resulted in
increased number of such pinning centers and corre-
spondingly larger critical currents. Wang et al. ' have
reported that the critical current of Bi 2:2:1:2system in-
creases by an order of magnitude through the introduc-
tion of Pb in the system. It is then interesting to see if the
flux depinning temperature T;„ is increased in Pb-
substituted specimens.

Finally, we compare pSR measurements of Bi 2:2:1:2
using ceramic, thick-film, and single-crystal specimens,
and discuss the dependence of the results on material
morphology. In contrast to many other cuprate systems,
such as YBa2Cu30, the muon-spin-relaxation rate at low
temperatures cr(T~O) in Bi 2:2:1:2depends strongly on
the specimen morphology. Since a complete understand-
ing of this phenomenon is not yet established, we will de-
scribe a few different possible interpretations, and discuss
their consistency with the present results from pSR and
SQUID measurements.

We begin by describing the procedure for sample
preparation and characterization using susceptibility and
critical current measurements in Sec. II. Next, we out-
line the pSR technique and discuss the principles of pSR
measurements of the magnetic-field penetration depth A,

in Sec. III. The results of transverse-field and zero-field
@SR measurements in Bi 2:2:1:2 and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2 are
presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we compare our pSR re-
sults with irreversibility lines obtained from the mechani-

cal oscillator and ac- and dc-susceptibility measurements
in the H-T phase diagram. The results of time-dependent
dc-magnetization measurements are presented in Sec. VI,
where their relation with the pSR results will be dis-
cussed. Basic features of the results in Sec. V and Sec. VI
will be explained by a simple flux-creep model. Section
VII provides discussion, including the effects of sample
morphology in pSR measurements, followed by a sum-
mary and the conclusions we may draw from the present
study.

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION
AND CHARACTERIZATION

We mainly report pSR measurements performed on
single-crystal specimens of Bi 2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2.
Single crystals of Pb„Bi~ „Sr2CaCu~08, with x =0 and
0.7, were grown from copper oxide —rich melts. ' Briefly,
a mixture of PbO, Bi2O3, SrCO3, CaCO&, and CuO
powders was melted at 1253 K, held there for 10 h,
cooled at 2 K/h to 1073 K, and then furnace cooled to
room temperature. Single-crystal pieces were extracted
by cleaving the crystals along their Q-b planes.

Several superconducting phases' exist in the
Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 system; among them are the 80-K phase
with a nominal stoichiometry of Bi:Sr:Ca:Cu equal to
2:2:1:2and 110-K phase with a ratio 2:2:2:3. Low-field
magnetic fiux expulsion (Meissner) measurements in the
pure Bi 2:2:1:2 ( V=0. 19X0.13X0.021 cm3 m =2.2
mg) and Pb-Bi 2:2:I:2 ( V =0.17XO. 11 X0.007 cm
m =0.55 mg) single crystal were performed using a
SQUID magnetometer. After a field of 20 Oe was ap-
plied perpendicular to the &-b plane at 120 K, the magne-
tization was measured at each temperature down to 3 K
(field-cooling measurements). Since it is always confusing
how sample geometry and the size of the detecting coil
affect the SQUID response, we discuss the measured
magnetization M,b, and real magnetization M in the Ap-
pendix. The Appendix also shows that M,b, =M holds
for our measurements with an error less than 3%. The
results shown in Fig. 1 exclude the significant existence of
superconducting phases other than 2:2:1:2phase. The su-
perconducting transition temperature does not change
much with the Pb doping, and a susceptibility

4m.M/H, „, of—66% is obtained for both crystals.
To estimate the Meissner fraction

4' /H = —4'( 1 N)M /H—,„, , —
we need to correct for the demagnetizing effect 1 —N.
The demagnetizing factor N of both crystals is roughly
estimated to be -0.9 according to the "circular disk" ap-
proximation used in Ref. 19. This indicates that the
Meissner fraction for both crystals is about -6%. It
should be pointed out that the Meissner fraction obtained
at H„,=20 Oe does not represent superconducting
volume fraction of the crystals, due to following argu-
ments.

We know' that, when an external field H,„,~ (1 N)H„ is applied to—a type-II superconductor of ar-
bitrary shape with a demagnetizing factor N, the super-
conductor is in the Meissner state and magnetic-field in-
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shows that, in order to measure the superconducting
volume fraction, it is necessary to apply an external field
as small as -0.1 Oe (or less). Unfortunately, it was im-
possible to operate our SQUID magnetometer with
H„, «200e.

The critical state model (or "Bean model" ) allows us to
determine critical current J, in these crystals from mea-
surements of magnetization hysteresis. In the model,
Bean ' made a simple assumption that J, is independent
of B. In spite of this simplification, this model should al-
low comparison of relative J, values between similar sam-
ples. Typical hysteresis loops measured with the applied
magnetic field parallel to the c axis in the Bi 2:2:1:2and
Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2crystals are shown in Fig. 2(a). The magne-
tization M was measured at 5 K with discrete values of
the applied field. We see that the magnetization loop for
the Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2 crystals exhibits significantly greater
hysteresis than the pure Bi 2:2:1:2crystals. Similar re-
sults have been previously reported by Wang et al. '

When an infinitely long, rectangular sample of width f
and length g (f (g) is placed in an external magnetic
field H)&H, &, the critical current given by the Bean
model is

0.3

E
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E
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FIG. 1. dc-susceptibility measurements of Bi 22:1:2 and
Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2crystals in an applied field of 20 Oe. The results
exclude the significant existence of superconducting phases oth-
er than 2:2:1:2phase. The superconducting transition tempera-
ture does not change much with the Pb doping. The low-
temperature Meissner fraction ad=4m{1 —N)M/H, „, for both
crystals is estimated to be about 6% at the applied field 20 Oe.

duction 8 inside the superconductor equals zero,

8 =H +4aM =H,„,+4m(1 Nhlf =—0 .
205M

f(1—f/3g) ' (2)The ideal Meissner fraction y= —4m(1 N)M/H, „, i—s
equal to 1. The measured Meissner fraction y can there-
fore be regarded as the superconducting volume fraction.
If H,„,~(1 N)H„, the su—perconductor is in the inter-
mediate state and magnetic Aux lines penetrate into the
superconductor. The ideal Meissner fraction becomes
smaller than 1, and the measured Meissner fraction can
no longer be regarded as the superconducting volume
fraction. Since reported values of H„of high-T, materi-
als are widely scattered, ' and H, &

has not been deter-
mined for our crystals, it is not known whether the crys-
tals are in the Meissner or intermediate state at the ap-
plied field H,„,=20 Oe. Therefore, the measured Meiss-
ner fraction -6%%uo does not represent the superconduct-
ing volume fraction of the crystals.

We also note that for high-T, materials, a low Meiss-
ner fraction is not surprising at a field of about 20 Oe. In
Ref. 20, Krusin-Elbaum et al. reported that the Meissner
fraction of the YBa2Cu302 crystal decreases with increas-
ing field, from -60%%uo at 0.1 Oe to —10%%uo at 20 Oe. This

where AM is the magnetization difference of the two hys-
teresis branches at same field. Figure 2(b) shows the
critical current J, of the Bi 2:2:1:2crystal obtained with
Eq. (2) [see the Appendix for the validity of Eq. (2) in
measurements of thin-plate specimens]. It is quite
difficult to estimate the critical current J, accurately in a
specimen with a shape where the demagnetizing effect is
important. Nevertheless, the critical currents at H,„t 0
in the pure and Pb-doped crystals can be compared with
each other within the framework of Bean model. For an
infinitely long cylinder of radius R, it has been found that
4~~M~ =B =H*/3=2mJ, R/15 at H,„,=O, where H*
= 2m J,R /5 is a scaling factor, and M and B both
represent averaged values. M is positive when the field is
decreasing and negative when the field is increasing. For
a specimen with a demagnetizing factor N, H* ~ J, can
be taken as a scaling factor; that is, 8 /H *
=f(N, H, „,/H'), where f (N, H,„,/H*) is a function de-
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FICy. 2. (a) Magnetization loops of Bi 2:2:I:2and Pb-Bi 2:2:I:2 crystals measured at 5 K using a SQUID magnetometer. The mag-
netization loop for the Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2crystals exhibits significantly greater hysteresis than the Bi 2:2:1:2crystals, implying enhanced
flux pinning in the Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2crystals. (b) Critical current J, of the Bi 2:2:1:2crystal calculated with Bean model. At H„,=0, we

find that the critical current is increased by a factor of about 6 by the PB substitution.
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III. PRINCIPLES OF @SREXPERIMENTS

Muon-spin relaxation (@SR) is an extremely sensitive
method of measuring local magnetic fields in solids.
Highly ( ) 95%%uo) spin-polarized positive muons, with a
range of about 140 mg/cm, are implanted one at a time
in a target sample. After coming to rest at an interstitial
site within —10 ' s, each muon precesses in the local
magnetic field B&„at a frequency co =y„B&„, where
y„/2+=13. 55 MHz/kG. The local field is usually corn-
posed of a spatially constant contribution B0, due to a
homogeneous applied field, and a spatially varying contri-
bution, due to the nuclear magnetic moments or other
magnetic mechanisms. Each muon decays into one posi-
tron and two neutrinos with a lifetime ~„=2.2 ps.

Once a muon is stopped in the sample, a clock in the
data-acquisition system is started. The decay positron
emitted from this muon is recorded by one of two
counters (EF and EB or EU and ED), which are placed
along and opposite to the initial muon-spin direction, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The detected positron produces a
logic pulse to stop the clock, indicating the residence
time t of the muon in the sample. Plotting positron event
rate versus time t, we obtain a set of muon-lifetime histo-
grams for each of the two counters. Since each positron

5 p I fl

EU~
M+

H„t /===c
ED~

pending on the sample geometry. At H,„,=O, we also
have B =H+4irM =4m.(1 —N)M. Therefore, we know

M ~B ~H*~ J, at H,„,=O,

where the coefficient is determined by the sample
geometry. Since the Bi 2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2crystals
have roughly same geometry, the ratio of critical current
is roughly equal to the ratio of the magnetization M at
H,„,=O. Figure 2(b) shows that the critical current, or
equivalently the Aux-pinning ability, is increased by a fac-
tor of about 6 by the Pb substitution at H,„,=0.

is emitted preferentially along its parent muon-spin direc-
tion, the counting rates of the two counters N+ and N
exhibit an asymmetry, which reAects the muon-spin
direction and polarization at time t. In terms of spin-
polarization function P(t) and time-independent normali-
zation factors N+ and N, and N+(t) and N (t) can be
written as

N +( r)=N +exp( ill—„)[1+AQP(r)], (4)

N (r)=N exp( ill—„)[1—A,P(r)] . (&)

Typically more than 10 positrons are recorded in the his-
tograms in each run. The asymmetry spectrum is defined
as

N+ (r) —aN (t)
A(r)= = ADP(t),

N+ r +aN
a=N+ IN

where A0, typically -0.25, is the initial decay asym-
metry, and o. is determined by the experimental
geometry.

The polarization function P(t) is related to the proba-
bility distribution of magnetic fields p(B) by

8, 8„+8P(t)=f,+, cos(y„BT) p(B)d'B,8 8
where the z axis is along the direction of initial muon po-
larization. The local magnetic-field distribution can thus
be determined by measuring the time-dependent asym-
metry spectrum. There are three kinds of pSR
geometries: zero-field @SR (ZF pSR, with no magnetic
field applied), transverse-field @SR (TF @SR, with a mag-
netic field applied perpendicular to the initial muon-spin
direction), and longitudinal field @SR (LF pSR, with a
magnetic field applied parallel to the initial muon-spin
direction). Figure 3 shows a schematic view of the exper-
imental configurations of the TF pSR and ZF pSR spec-
trometers used in the present experiments.

In TF pSR measurements, the polarization function
P(t) is given as a product of sinusoidal oscillation and a
relaxation function G„(t),

P ( t) =G„(t)cos(cot +P ) .

spin
I

(b)
G„(t)=exp( ,'ot), ——. (10)

If we assume a Gaussian distribution of magnetic fields
p(B) ~exp[ (B„BD)/2(A—B) ]—of width AB=o ly„,
the relaxation function takes a Gaussian form as

FIG. 3. (a) Schematic view of a typical TF pSR experimental
arrangement. The incident muon beam, with its spin polariza-
tion perpendicular to the beam direction, is stopped in the
specimen (shaded area). The incident p+ particle is identified
by the counter M, and the time histograms of muon decay posi-
trons are accumulated using counters EU and ED. The external
field H,„, is applied perpendicular to the muon spin direction.
(b) Schematic view of a typical experimental arrangement of ZF
pSR. In the present work, the muon-spin polarization is along
the beam direction (non-spin-rotated ZF pSR). In both TF pSR
and ZF @SR geometries, the c axis of the single-crystal speci-
mens was parallel to the beam direction.

and the frequency is given by co=y„80.
The magnetic-field penetration depth k of type-II su-

perconductors can be determined from the muon-spin-
relaxation rate measured in TF pSR. When a type-II su-
perconductor is placed in a homogeneous externa1 mag-
netic field H,„, (H, i &H,„,(H, z), magnetic fiux
penetrates the specimen by forming a lattice of Aux vor-
tices. Usually, these vortices form a triangular lattice,
called the Abrikosov lattice. The distribution of local
magnetic fields due to this Aux lattice has been studied by
Redfield using nuclear magnetic resonance; the field dis-
tribution has a characteristic asymmetric shape. In actu-
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2700
u'g (12)

0
with A, in A and o. in ps . In this paper, we are mostly
concerned about the effect of Aux pinning on o.. Hence,
the choice of the value for a does not change the story of
the present paper.

If the local magnetic fields fluctuate, or the implanted
muons hop among lattice sites, then the muons see an
averaged magnetic field. The distribution of local fields
can be narrowed, resulting in a reduction of the relaxa-
tion rate. The effect of muon diffusion can be checked in
zero-field pSR measurements, which are extremely sensi-
tive even to very s1ow dynamical effects. In various cu-
prate HTSC systems, previous ZF pSR results indicate
that nuclear dipolar fields are static on a time scale of
more than 1 ps below room temperature; there is no
effect of muon diffusion. As shown in the next section,
we confirmed this feature in the present Bi 2:2:1:2system.

Motion of Aux vortices could also result in dynamical
narrowing of the field distribution. The distance between
two adjacent vortices is a =( ~ )'~ Q@o/Bo for a triangu-
lar Aux lattice. For fields of 1 —15 kCx used in the present
study, a is in a range of 500—1500 A, indicating that the
field distribution varies on a quasimacroscopic length
scale. Then, the narrowing can be expected only when

al measurements, various averaging processes (angular
averaging for ceramic specimens, effect of Aux pinning,
etc.) tend to make the field distribution closer to a Gauss-
ian shape. Therefore, it is common to fit the JMSR relaxa-
tion signal with a Gaussian envelope [Eq. (9)j, and obtain
the muon-spin-relaxation rate o. proportional to the
width bB of this field distribution. Pincus et al. showed
that this width AB is proportional to 1/A, and is nearly
independent of the external field H„, over a wide range
of fields.

For an extreme type-II superconductor
(le=A, /g)&1/&2), the second moment of the local-field
distribution

QM2 =EB=+ ( (B B) )—

has been shown to be

QM2 =a&0/1, =o /y„,
where +0=2.70X10 G cm is the Aux quanta, and the
proportionality constant a depends on different models
for the field distribution and functional forms of G„~,~.

After modifying the calculation of Pincus et al. (per-
formed for a square fiux lattice) for a triangular lattice,
one obtains a=0.0417. A more rigorous calculation by
Brandt gives a larger value of +=0.0609, since the
"high-field tail" in the Abrikosov field distribution con-
tributes heavily to M2. When we fit G(t) with a Gauss-
ian function, however, the derived width does not reAect
much of this high-field tail. We performed a simulation
study assuming the Abrikosov distribution, fitted G„(t)
with a Gaussian function, and obtained o corresponding
to -0.7+M2 Xy . Therefore, in our previous work, we

used the conversion factor a=0.0417 to deduce absolute
values of the penetration depth A, as

Aux vortices move more than distance a within a time
scale of a microsecond. The feasibility of this effect in Bi
2:2:1:2systems will be discussed in Sec. VII.

IV. @SREXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments reported here were performed at the
TRIUMF M15 surface muon channel. The specimens
were mounted on a Fe203 sample holder in a He gas How
cryostat with Mylar windows. Since muon spins depolar-
ize very quickly in Fe203 below room temperature, the
sample holder was made with this material to reduce
background signals. Single-crystal specimens were
mounted with their c axis parallel to the muon momen-
tum, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Transverse fields were applied
along the muon momentum, with the initial muon-spin
polarization rotated perpendicular to the muon momen-
tum. In the present study, all of samples were measured
both by cooling through T, in presence of an external
field (FC) and by applying a field after cooling through T,
in zero external field (ZFC). To study the temperature
dependence of ZFC results in an external field, we estab-
lished a ZFC state at the lowest temperature and then
raised the temperature. At several different tempera-
tures, we confirmed that this process gives relaxation
rates essentially identical to those in real ZFC pro-
cedures. In Fig. 4, we show several typical asymmetry
spectra measured at 90 K FC, 10 K FC, and 12 K ZFC in
the Bi 2:2:1:2crystals. Because the raw asymmetry spec-
tra oscillate very rapidly in the transverse fields we ap-
plied, the data are displayed in a rotating reference frame
(RRF), with the refence frequency chosen to be close to

Bi 2:2:1:2 Crystals TF= 1T
0.2 I I I I I

0.1

Bi 2:2:1:2 Crystals Tf- =1T
0.2 I I 1 I

0.1

0.0
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FIG. 4. (a)—(c) Typical asymmetry spectra A ( t) = A, ( t)
+ Ab(t) measured in Bi 2:2:1:2crystals. Because the sample sig-
nal A, (t) decays to zero very rapidly at low temperatures in the
ZFC measurements, the long-lived oscillating signal observed in

(c) can be used to estimate the background signal Ab(t). (d) —(f)
Corresponding sample signals after the background signal is
subtracted from the total signals. The relaxation rate increases
below T, in the FC measurements and becomes very large at
low temperatures in the ZFC measurements. The solid lines in
(d) —(f) are fits to Eq. (13).
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the real frequency of oscillation co.

To fit the observed asymmetry spectra, we used the
sum of a sample signal A, (t) assuming a Gaussian distri-
bution of magnetic fields inside the specimen and a back-
ground signal Ab(t) produced by those muons stopped ei-
ther in nonsuperconducting portions of the specimen or
in the cryostat:

A, (t)= A, exp( —
—,'o t )cos(cot+/),

Ab(t)= A&exp( —2obt—)cos(cobt+P) .

(13)

(14)

In Fig. 4(c), we see that the ZFC asymmetry spectrum at
12 K has a long-lived oscillating part. Because the sam-
ple signal following ZFC at low temperatures usually has
a very large relaxation rate 0.=10 ps ', A, (t) decays to
zero very quickly. This allowed us to use the long-lived
oscillating part to estimate the background signal A„(t).
Assuming that the background signal does not depend on
temperature, we subtracted A„(t) from the total asym-
metry spectrum to obtain the sample asymmetry spec-
trum A, (t). The initial asymmetry Ab of the background
signal corresponds to about 13% of the total asymmetry
( A, + Ab). Thanks to the small amount of background,
different methods for background subtraction do not
make a significant difference to the observed results.

The sample asymmetry spectra are shown in the right
half of Fig. 4 [Figs. 4(d) —4(I)]. We see that the sample re-
laxation rate increases below T, in the FC measurements.
The significant difference between the FC and ZFC re-
sults is evident at low temperatures. Figure 5 shows the
temperature dependence of the muon-spin-relaxation rate
cr measured in single crystals of Bi 2:2:1:2[Fig. 5(a)] and
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FIG. 5. Gaussian relaxation rates o. for {a) Bi 2:2:1:2and (b)
Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2 single crystals obtained in transverse-field mea-
surements. The increase of o below T, is due to the decrease of
the penetration depth A. with decreasing temperature in the su-
perconducting state. At a given field, there exists a characteris-
tic temperature (depinning temperature) T;„„, above which
o ZFc o Fc and below which o zFc ) o Fc The Aux equilibrium
state cannot be reached below T;„„in the ZFC procedures due to
Aux pinning, resulting in an enhanced inhomogeneity of local
fields.

Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2[Fig. 5(b)] at a few different external fields.
Above T„ the nonzero relaxation rate is due to inhomo-
geneous nuclear dipolar fields. In the FC measurements,
the relaxation rate o. increases with decreasing tempera-
ture below T, and shows saturation at low temperatures.
This behavior has been observed in many other cuprate
superconductors. ' The increase of u below T, is due to
decrease of the penetration depth A. with decreasing tem-
perature in the superconducting state.

In the results for a given external field, there exists a
characteristic temperature T;„, above which o.z„c=o-„c
and below which o.zFc&crFc. In the present measure-
ments, we adopted an experimental configuration with
the external field applied perpendicular to the plate-
shaped specimens, where the demagnetizing factor is
close to 1. In this geometry, the total magnetic flux in
the specimen does not change much above and below T,
in the FC measurements. Therefore, the flux vortices do
not have to move macroscopic distances to reach an equi-
librium flux lattice configuration in the FC procedure. In
contrast, when we establish the superconducting state
and then apply an external field in the ZFC measure-
ments, the flux vortices have to move distances of the or-
der of a sample dimension before reaching the equilibri-
um state. If some flux vortices are pinned by trapping
centers during this macroscopic motion, the vortex lat-
tice cannot reach the equilibrium configuration. This
leads to an increased inhomogeneity of the local-field dis-
tribution and a corresponding increase in o.. The
difference between the relaxation rates in the FC and
ZFC measurements below T;„ indicates that the flux vor-
tices cannot reach the equilibrium state in the ZFC pro-
cedures below T;,„. In this way, flux-pinning-depinning
phenomena can be studied by pSR.

Figure 5 shows the results in three transverse magnetic
fields 1.75, 10, and 15 kG. The relaxation rate in FC
measurements does not show much field dependence, as
predicted by the calculations of Pincus and Brandt.
Part of the small dependence on field may be due to the
choice of background signal. We find, however, that the
depinning temperature T;„decreases with increasing
external magnetic field. The irreversibility temperatures
of Bi 2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2singly crystals are plotted
in Fig. 6 as a function of H,„,. As we will discuss in the
next section, the field dependence of the irreversibility
temperature has also been studied by other experimental
techniques. Figure 6 shows the irreversibility line in the
H-T plane, which can be compared with various theories
of flux depinning and/or melting.

To study the effect of Pb substitution in flux pinning,
we performed pSR measurements in the pure Bi 2:2:1:2
and Pb-substituted Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2using the same external
fields. The FC relaxation rates of the Pb-Bi 2:2:I:2crys-
tals are very close to that of the pure Bi 2:2:1:2crystals,
indicating that the equilibrium configuration of local
magnetic fields inside the pure Bi 2:2:1:2crystal is essen-
tially unchanged by the substitution of Pb. As in the case
of the pure Bi 2:2:1:2crystals, the depinning temperature
in the Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2 crystals decreases with increasing
external field. For a given external field, however, the de-
pinning temperature is significantly higher in the Pb-Bi
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2:2:1:2 crystals relative to pure Bi 2:2:1:2 crystals, as
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. This indicates that the chemical
substitution of Pb strengthens Aux pinning in the crystals.
Such enhanced pinning could be due to increase of the
number of the pinning sites and/or due to increase in the
activation (trapping) energy. We will present magnetiza-
tion measurements of the activation energy in Sec. VI, to
further discuss this result.

In contrast to the YBazCu307 system, pSR results in Bi
2:2:1:2systems depend significantly on sample morpholo-
gy. In Fig. 7, we compare the relaxation rate measured
in the present single-crystal specimens with those ob-

FIG. 6. Irreversibility lines of Bi 2:2:1:2 crystals (present
study), thick film (Ref. 10), ceramic (Refs. 10 and 28), and Pb-Bi
2:2:1:2crystals (present study). The depinning temperature T;,„
in the Bi 2:2:1:2crystals is increased substantially with the Pb
substitution.

tained in sintered ceramic and thick-film specimens of Bi
2:2:1:2.' ' The low temperature relaxation rate
o (T~O) in FC measurements for single crystals is less
than half of the value for ceramic specimens. In Fig. 6,
we show the irreversibility temperatures T;„, of the
ceramic and film specimens of Bi 2:2:1:2to compare with
the results from single-crystal specimens in the present
work. The irreversibility temperature T;„ tends to be
lower for the crystal specimens compared to the ceramic
or film specimens. To further study the effect of mor-
phology, we crushed the single-crystal specimens of Bi
2:2:1:2used in the present study, pressed the powder into
a thin pellet, and then performed pSR measurements. As
shown in Fig. 7, the low-temperature FC relaxation rate
increases about 50% compared to the results for the same
crystals before crushing. The origin of the dependence
on sample morphology will be discussed in Sec. VII.

In pSR studies of the penetration depth k, it is general-
ly important to perform not only TF pSR but also ZF
pSR measurements to confirm that there is no effect of
magnetic order in the observed results. Figure 8(a) shows
the zero-field-relaxation function AoG, (t) observed in the
single-crystal specimens of Bi 2:2:1:2 at a few different
temperatures. Figure 8(b) shows the exponential relaxa-
tion rate o.,„„obtained by fitting the spectra to

Ao[ —,'+ —,'(l —b. t )exp( —,'b, t )]exp( —cr—,„ t)

with fixed 30=0.22 and 6=0.14 ps '. Above T-5 K,
we see the shape of G, (t) characteristic of static nuclear
dipolar fields, and there is essentially no temperature
dependence in the relaxation rate. This confirms the ab-
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FIG. 7. Gaussian relaxation rates for Bi 2:2:1:2single crystal,
thick film (Ref. 10), and sintered ceramic (Refs. 10 and 28) speci-
mens. The low-temperature FC relaxation rate o.(T~O) in the
single crystals is less than half of the value in the ceramic speci-
mens.

FIG. 8. (a) Zero-field relaxation function AoG, (t) observed
in Bi 2:2:1:2 single crystals. (b) Fitted exponential relaxation
rate o.„~. The increase of o.,„~ below T-5 K indicates onset of
magnetic order in a portion of the specimen.
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sence of muon diffusion in Bi 2:2:1:2below 100 K. Below
T-5 K, the relaxation rate in zero field increases, indi-
cating that a part of the specimen undergoes static mag-
netic order. Previous @SR studies in BizSr3 Y„CuzO8
(Ref. 29) have shown that when the hole concentration is
reduced in Bi 2:2:1:2, the superconducting temperature
T, decreases. With further reduction of the carrier densi-
ty, magnetic order appears with disappearance of super-
conductivity. The present observation of magnetic order
in a part of the specimens indicates a large distribution of
carrier concentration within the present single-crystal
specimens, which is due presumably to a macroscopic
spatial inhomogeneity of oxygen concentration. From
the present ZF pSR results, it is diScult to estimate the
volume fraction of the "magnetic" part of the specimens.
The ratio of initial asymmetry A, /(A, + Ab) =87%, ob-
tained in TF pSR, provides a lower limit of supercon-
ducting volume fraction. Therefore, in spite of the par-
tial magnetic order, the major part of the present speci-
mens can still be regarded as a "good" superconductor.

V. IRREVERSIBILITY LINES
FORM DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES

The irreversibility lines in Fig. 6 exhibit a tendency for
the depinning temperature to decrease with increasing
external field. When a superconductor experiences a
magnetic field stronger than H, &, the arrangement of vor-
tices is determined by competition between the pinning
forces, the magnetic force that drives magnetic flux into
the superconductor, and the thermal fluctuations of vor-
tices. Above the depinning temperature T;„,the magnet-
ic driving force and/or the thermal fluctuations are
strong enough to overcome the pinning potential. The
response to thermal fluctuations can be studied using
such dynamical probes as mechanical oscillator or ac-
susceptibility measurements In this section, by compar-
ing T;,„estimated from different probes (with different
time windows), we consider dynamical aspects of the de-
pinning phenomena.

Using a mechanical torsion oscillator, Gammel et aI.
measured the dissipation signal at a frequency cof =12.6
kHz (v=2 kHz) as a function of temperature in several
different external magnetic fields. One expects the max-
imum dissipation when the dynamic time scale of the flux
motion matches the measuring frequency. They defined
the temperature, which gives maximum dissipation as the
melting (or depinning) temperature T;„. Their results of
T;„ in pure Bi 2:2:1:2single crystal are shown in Fig. 9 in
the H-T phase diagram. Ac-susceptibility measurements
have been performed by Kes and Beck ' in Bi 2:2:1:2at
the frequency of cof =550 Hz (v=87 Hz); the results are
also plotted in Fig. 9. Note that these results were ob-
tained in specimens different from those in the present
paper. In Fig. 9, we also included T;„determined by the
present pSR measurements, as well as the irreversibility
temperature we obtained by dc-magnetization measure-
ments using the same Bi 2:2:1:2single crystals.

Dynamic motion of flux vortices creates dissipation
and contributes to the electrical resistivity below T, ~

80
T —21.0x('1/B) '

25.5X('/B) '

22.7x(B/B) '

echanical
scillator
c susceptibility
=87 Hz
SR

QU[D

I

20 40 60
Temper atur e (K)

FIG. 9. Irreversibility lines of Bi 2:2:1:2single crystals deter-
mined by mechanical oscillator (Ref. 5), ac-susceptibility (Ref.
31), @SR and dc-susceptibility (present study) measurements.
Assuming the activation energy Uo [Eq. (15)] estimated in the
resistivity measurements (Ref. 4) and the vortex relaxation time
~(T,H) given by the fiux-creep model [Eq. (16)], different ir-
reversibility lines are expected for experiments having different
characteristic frequencies cof [Eq. (17)]. The preexponential
factor in Eq. (16) ~o=1.1X10' s is determined by fitting the
mechanical oscillator results to Eq. (17) (the furthest-right line).
Using this ~o and cof =550 Hz, an irreversibility line is obtained
(the middle line) for the ac-susceptibility measurements. The
best fit to the results obtained by pSR and dc-susceptibility mea-
surements indicates these two measurements probe the depin-
ning phenomena with much slower time scale (the left line
represents cof =0.8 Hz).

Palstra et al. observed the thermally activated behavior
of resistivity, and estimated the activation energy Up,
which was found to be essentially independent of temper-
ature (i.e., the activated behavior is well followed over a
wide temperature range). The field dependence of Uo is
given as

600H ' when H (50 kOe
Uo(Hllc) = .

750H when H ) 50 kOe.
(15)

Here, we demonstrate that the results in Fig. 9 can be ex-
plained consistently in the simple flux-creep model. In
this model, the vortex relaxation time ~(T,H) is given as

r(T, H) =~oexp[Uo(H)/T] .

At the depinning temperature T;„determined by a dy-
namic probe of characteristic frequency cof, we expect
that the fluctuation time ~ corresponds to 1/cof. The
equation ~(T;,„,H) =1/cof gives us an expression for the
irreversibility line

Uo(H)

ln(cof'o)

Assuming the activation energy Uo(H) given in Eq. (15),
and ~f = 12.6 kHz, the results from mechanical oscillator
measurements in Fig. 9 can be fit to Eq. (17). The further
right solid line in Fig. 9 represents such a fit, which gen-
erally agrees well with the field dependence of T;„, and
yields a pre-exponential factor 7p=1 ~ 1X 10 ' s. In this
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u 4hc

HA, xd (18)

For typical values of H =10 kOe, k,b=3X10 cm,
x =g,b

=2 X 10 cm, and the superconducting plane
spacing d =2X10 cm, we obtain v=4X10' Hz. In
this consideration, we have assumed that the vortex seg-
rnent of length d moves independently without any corre-
lation with segments between other superconducting
planes. When the interlayer vortex correlation is con-
sidered, the oscillating frequency should be smaller than
the above value. Using a typical thickness of single crys-
tals d =2 X 10 cm in Eq. (18), we have v=4X 10" Hz,
which corresponds to ~= 1/2+v=4 X 10 ' s. This argu-
ment confirms that the order of magnitude of the pre-
exponential factor estimated from the mechanical oscilla-
tor measurements is reasonable.

Assuming v.o=1.1X10 ' s, we can draw an irreversi-
bility line for ac-susceptibility measurements, substituting
co&=550 Hz in Eq. (17). The middle solid line in Fig. 9
represents that line. The susceptibility results in high
field agree relatively well with this line; at lower fields
there is some inconsistency. The irreversibility points
from pSR and dc-magnetization measurements agree well
with each other. If we fit these points to Eq. (17), the best
fit (the left solid line) is obtained for the measuring fre-
quency corresponding to co&-0.8 Hz. This result indi-
cates that these two measurements probe depinning phe-
nomena with a much slower time scale. Further detailed
arguments about the time window of pSR and magnetiza-
tion studies will be given in the next section.

In Fig. 9, we see that the irreversibility lines deter-
mined by these different techniques can be explained fair-
ly well by the flux-creep model, using the same pre-
exponential factor ~0 and the activation energy Uo ob-
tained form resistivity measurements. There is much de-
bate concerning the nature of flux motion in HTSC. Of
particular interest is whether the irreversibility line

T;,„(H) represents a phase transition of the fiux-line sys-
tem (e.g., melting of the crystalline fiux lattice or of a
disordered, glasslike fiux lattice) or a temperature region
where the flux creep is enhanced due to high operating
temperatures. Here we have shown that the flux creep
model works reasonably well. This, however, does not
necessarily preclude or invalidate the "phase transition"
scenarios.

way, the flux-creep model can explain the results of
mechanical oscillator and resistivity measurements con-
sistently.

Let us consider if this value of the pre-exponential fac-
tor ~0 is reasonable. If we treat a vortex of length d as a
quantum particle, the uncertainty principle can be used
to estimate the vortex vibration frequency when the vor-
tex is confined in a wel1 of length x. The mass of the
"particle" is m =H A,,bd/8vrc He. re we use the in-

plane penetration depth A.,b rather than the coherence
length g,b because the motion of the vortex core results
in motion of the whole magnetic field due to that vortex.
The vibrating frequency given by the uncertainty princi-
ple mux -A is

VI. MEASUREMENTS OF
TIME-DEPENDENT MAGNETIZATION

To obtain further detailed information on the dynamic
behavior of flux vortices, we have performed de-
magnetization measurements of the Bi 2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi
2:2:1:2crystals used in our pSR studies, using a commer-
cial SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design MPMS).
We measured the zero-field-cooling (ZFC) magnetization
Mzpc ( t ) as a function of time t after a zero-field-cooling
state was established, with the external field H,„, applied
parallel to the c axis. Since a field-cooling (FC) state is an
equilibrium state, the FC magnetization MFC is indepen-
dent of time t. After a field was applied above T„we
measured M„c at each temperature down to the lowest
temperature. Above the irreversibility temperature T;„,
the FC magnetization M„c and the ZFC magnetization
Mz„c(t) are essentially identical. Below T;„, the magne-
tization is history dependent with ~Mz„c~ larger than

~MFC~, since fiux pinning prevents the vortices from
quickly entering the specimens in the ZFC procedure, re-
sulting in enhanced ZFC magnetization. Due to the
thermally activated motion of flux vortices, the ZFC
magnetization approaches the FC value slowly as a func-
tion of time, reflecting rearrangements of flux vortices to-
wards the more equilibrated state achieved in the FC pro-
cedure. The time-dependent magnetization M( t)
= lMz F(cr)

—MFC~ thus refiects the dynamic motion of
flux vortices.

Figure 10 shows the time dependence of M(t) observed
in Bi 2:2:1:2crystals with H„,=1.75 kOe applied paral-
lel to the c axis. We see that the irreversibility effect is
more pronounced at lower temperatures, while M(t) be-
comes smaller than the instrumental resolution (-0.1

emu/cm ) above T =26 K. Thus the irreversibility tem-
perature T;„=26 K for H„,=1.75 kOe can be deter-
mined in this dc-magnetization measurement with a time
window of t —10 s. As shown in Fig. 10(c), the time
dependence of M(t) follows a logarithmic behavior over
a wide range of temperature and time. The relative
change of M(t), normalized by M(t =180 s), becomes
faster with increasing temperature. Consequently, any
small magnetization remaining at a temperature close to
T;„decays very quickly to M =0. Thus T;„does not de-
pend much on the choice of time window between t = 10
and 10" s, as demonstrated in Fig. 10(b).

The logarithmic time dependence is characteristic of
physical processes governed by thermal activation in the
presence of a driving force. ' In the case of critical
current, the driving force is the current density J,
whereas the distance from the equilibrium state provides
the driving force in the magnetization measurements. In
the flux creep model, the correlation time ~ of the
thermal fluctuations of a flux vortex is given by the Ar-
rhenius formula of Eq. (16). The activation energy U(M)
at finite M is different from the equilibrium value Uo,
reflecting the lowering of U for finite driving force, as
U(M) = Uo[1 —(M/Mo)], where Mo represents the mag-
netization in the absence of thermal activation. The rate
of magnetization change should then be proportional to
~ 'as
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(19) has an approximate solution

M(T, t)=Me[1 —(kT/Uo)ln(t/t, a )],
where t,~ is an eftective attempt time, which includes
both ~o and other geometrical and field-intensity factors.
This equation predicts the well-known logarithmic relax-
ation of the magnetization with time seen in Fig. 10(c).

It is convenient to eliminate Mo from Eq. (20) by cal-
culating

E
O

E

S= — =kT/[ Uo kT I—n(&/&, a.)],d ln(M)
d ln(t

I /S =( Uo/kT) —In(t)+in(t, fr) .
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dM
dt

~ra exp[ —U(M)/kT] . (19)

In general, the differential equation da/dt ~ exp(qa/kT)
has the solution a=const —(kT/q)ln(t). Therefore, Eq.

FIG. 10. (a) and (b) Magnetization decay measurements of Bi
2:2:1:2 crystals down at 4 K. At each temperature, we mea-

sured the ZFC magnetization (time dependent) and the FC mag-

netization (time independent). The magnetization M is the
difFerence IMz„c —M„c I. (c) Normalized magnetization by ini-

tial magnetization at t =180 s. The logarithmic relaxation of
magnetization shown gives general support to the Aux-creep
model [Eq. (20)].

In Fig. 11, we plotted S and 1/S versus ln(t) based on the
magnetization measured in Bi 2:2:1:2. The solid line of
Fig. 11(b) shows a parameter-independent universal slope
of the logarithmic decay of 1/S, d(1/S)/d In(t)= —1,
predicted by Eq. (22). At low temperatures (T~ 14 K),
the observed results show a decay consistent with this
slope. This agreement gives a general support to the Aux

creep model. At temperatures closer to T;„„our results
do not have enough statistical accuracy to test the con-
sistency with Eq. (22).

In Fig. 12, we plot the temperature dependence of S at
t =180 s measured in Bi 2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi 2 2 1 2 crys-
tals. At low temperatures, where Uo is much greater
than kT ln(t/t, a), Eq. (21) predicts a linear temperature
dependence for S. The data at H,„,=1.75 kOe in both Bi
2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2exhibit this linear T dependence
for T ~ 10 K. Assuming t,ff

-so= 1. 1 X 10 ' s and
fitting S to Eq. (21) in the low-temperature region, the ac-
tivation energy Uo estimated is Uo =34 meV for Bi
2:2:1:2and 58 meV for Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2. Clearly the activa-
tion energy is significantly increased with Pb doping.
The resistivity study of Ref. 4 found a weak dependence
for the activation energy Uo on M,„, as shown in Eq. (15).
We observed a field dependence for S qualitatively con-
sistent with that. We note that Uo =34 meV at
H,„,=1.75 kOe estimated from our magnetization study
is about half of the estimate from Ref. 4. Uo-65 meV at
H,„,=1.75 kOe from Ref. 4 corresponds to S-0.025 at
T=10 K in dc-susceptibility measurements. Many dc-
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FIG. 11. (a) S = —d ln(M)/d ln(t) and (b)
1/S as a function of ln(t). At low tempera-
tures ( T ~ 14 K), 1/S shows a decay consistent
with the parameter-independent slope
d (1/S)/d ln(t) = —1, as predicted by Eq. (22).
The solid line in (b) represents a line of slope
d (1/S)/d ln(t) = —1.
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FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of S(t =180 s) measured
in Bi 2:2:1:2 and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2 crystals. At H,„,=1.75 kOe,
S(t =180 s) in both crystals shows linear T dependence at
T~10 K, consistent with Eq. (21) for Uo&)kTln(t/t, z) at low
temperatures. By fitting S to Eq. (21) in the low-temperature re-

gion, we find the activation energy Uo is significantly increased
by the Pb doping (from 34 meV in Bi 2:2:1:2to 58 meV in Pb-Bi
2:2:1:2).

susceptibility measurements in the Bi 2:2:1:2system have
reported S values of order 0.1. This indicates the ac-
tivation energies Uo estimated from the dc-susceptibility
measurements are usually smaller than that estimated
from the resistivity measurements. The difference could
reflect a possible difference in the activation energies of
pinning centers between the specimens used in these two
kinds of measurements, or an intrinsic difference of ex-
perimental nature.

VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

To consider the effective time window for pSR studies
of flux pinning, it is helpful to refer to the magnetization
results M(t) in Fig. 10. Both IMSR and M(t) probe how
the nonequilibrium ZFC state approaches the more
equilibrated FC state. The magnetization measures this
phenomena in terms of the averaged Aux density, whereas
pSR measures it in terms of the width of the local-field
distribution due to the Aux lattice. Although it is not ap-
parent how to obtain rigorous relations between the aver-
age Aux density and the width, we know these two quan-
tities are intimately correlated. Here, we adopt a work-
ing assumption that 4vrM =4m. iMzpc M pc I roughly

corresponds to the difference I/ ABzpc EBpc between
the FC and ZFC results of width 68 derived from the
muon-spin-relaxation rate cr as b,B-o/y„. Assuming
that the relaxation rate o.Fc is about 0.5 ps ' around the
depinning temperature T;„, and the instrumental-
statistical resolution of @SR measurements is about
b,o -0.22 ps ', we obtain the magnetic-field resolution
of

+~+ZpC ~+pC +~~zpC ~~pC/YrM

—+0.52 —0.5 /y„=1.4 G .

Usually, each run of @SR measurements is started at
t —300 s after establishing H and T, and continues for

about 1000 to 2000 s. Therefore, the irreversibility tem-
perature T;„determined by pSR should correspond to
T;„estimated in dc-magnetization measurements M(t)
with a resolution of about 1.4 G/4'-0. 1 emu/cm in the
time window t = 10 —10 s according to the working as-
sumption mentioned above. As shown in Fig. 9, the ir-
reversibility temperatures we obtained in Bi 2:2:1:2from
pSR agree very well with those obtained by M(t) with
the resolution of about 0.1 emu/cm and in the time win-
dow of —10 s. This agreement is consistent with the
above argument, and thus suggests that the effective time
window of pSR for the study of Aux pinning is about
10 -10 s.

Generally, there are two different dynamic processes
probed in the study of Aux pinning. The first is a tran-
sient process during approach from the nonequilibrium
state to the equilibrium state under a driving force. This
is measured as the difference between ZFC and FC mea-
surements; both @SR and magnetization M(t) studies
derive T;„based on this process. The second process is
the dynamic thermal Auctuations of Aux vortices at the
equilibrium state, without any dc-driving force. Mechan-
ical oscillator and ac-susceptibility measurements probe
Aux depinning phenomena through this second process.
In Secs. V and VI, we have shown that the results of
these four different measurements in Bi 2:2:1:2agree very
well and can be explained consistently within a flux-creep
model, assuming roughly the same activation energies
and pre-exponential factors. This feature indicates that
the two processes, i.e., rearrangement of the Aux vortices
and their local fluctuations, likely originate from the
same physical phenomena.

In our pSR studies, we obtained a higher depinning
temperature T;,„ for a given external field in Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2
than in Bi 2:2:1:2. The higher activation energy Uo
found in the SQUID magnetization study indicates that
this is, at least partly, due to the deepening of the pinning
potential caused by the Pb doping. The ratio of T;,„ in Bi
2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2shown in Fig. 6 is about 1 to 1.8.
This ratio agrees with the ratio between the activation en-
ergies of these two systems ( Uo)B;:( Uo )pb B;

= 1:1.7.
Therefore, we conclude that a major reason for the in-
crease of T;„ in Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2is in fact the increase of Uo.
It is, however, still possible that some other factors, such
as the change of the density of pinning centers, p1ay addi-
tional roles.

As shown in Fig. 7, the low-temperature relaxation
rate cr(T~O) in the Bi 2:2:1:2system is about 0.5 —0.7
ps in the present single crystals. Previously we ob-
tained c7(T~O) =0.8 IMs

' in a thick oriented film, ' and
1.3 —1.8 ps in unoriented sintered ceramic speci-
mens. ' ' A previous pSR study reported about the
same relaxation rate o.(T~O)=0.6 ps ' in single crystal
specimens of Bi 2:2:1:2. This is a substantial dependence
of the experimental results on sample morphology. In
contrast to the Bi 2:2:1:2 system, pSR results in
YBa2Cu307 (Y 1:2:3) systems do not depend much on
sample morphology. ' The scatter in the absolute value
of o. remains an unanswered mystery to @SR researchers.

There are three possible ways (a) —(c) to interpret the
difference between the pSR results in single crystals and
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ceramics, as follows. (a) It has been found that Bi 2:2:1:2
is susceptible to various structural defects, including
modulation of the Bi-0 planes, intergrowth of various
phases, etc. In the process of producing the Bi 2:2:1:2
specimens, it is known that oxygen diffuses much more
slowly along the c-axis direction than in the d-b plane. It
is possible that the single crystals with macroscopic size
are less fully oxygenated compared to ceramic specimens
having much smaller microcrystallites. In view of the
phase diagram of Bi 2:2:1:2system versus hole doping, '

the oxygen deficiency could result in fewer hole carriers
in single-crystal specimens, and consequently smaller o..
(b) The small relaxation rate in single crystals may be re-
lated to possible dynamic motional narrowing of the
width of inhomogeneous local fields due to dynamic Auc-
tuations of vortex positions. (c) The small relaxation rate
in single crystals may be due to possible static rearrange-
ment (or winding) of flux vortices, which would somehow
average the randomness of local fields for a certain length
scale of the "flux winding. " The scenarios (b) and (c)
assume that ceramic specimens have more pinning
centers and thus are more resistive to the dynamic or
static narrowing processes.

Although we cannot provide a conclusive explanation
to this mystery, we can provide some new constraints
from the present study. For dynamic motional narrow-
ing (b) to occur, it is necessary that a flux vortex moves a
distance comparable to the separation between adjacent
vortices within the muon lifetime —10 s, even at very
low temperatures T ~ 10 K. The Auctuation time ~ given
by the Arrhenius formula of Eq. (16), using the activation
energy and preexponential factor estimated in the present
study, is much longer than the fluctuation time (mi-
crosecond) required for this motional narrowing. There-
fore, we conclude that simple activation processes cannot
cause the motional narrowing. One requires an entirely
different process, such as quantum fluctuations of vor-
tices, to result in dynamic narrowing.

In Ref. 32, Harshman et al. reported a sharp increase
of the pSR relaxation rate o. in Bi 2:2:1:2single crystals
below T-25 K, and ascribed it to the slowing down of
dynamic motion of Aux vortices. For reasonable values
of ~0=10 ' s and UO=700 K, the correlation time 7

given by Eq. (16) is about 0.2 s at T=25 K, and of course
longer than that at lower temperatures. Thus, the
thermal over-barrier vortex motion is completely frozen
for the time scale of pSR measurements below 25 K. On
the other hand, the possible effect of quantum fluctua-
tions, if existing, should be temperature independent.
Therefore, we consider that neither the thermal nor the
quantum fluctuations can explain the low-temperature in-
crease of the relaxation rate observed in Ref. 32.

With respect to the static narrowing (c), Le has per-
formed a computer simulation for various types of Aux
winding. The simulation study found that the static nar-
rowing can be expected only when the Aux lines are
modulated with a vertical (parallel to the flux line) modu-
lation length scale of less than about 500 A. Moreover,
this static narrowing effect should be extremely sensitive
to magnitude of applied external field, which determines
inter vortex distance. As discussed in Sec. IV, the relaxa-

e= mtc 8 ah 64 ab

(23)

where g,~ and k, b are the coherence length and penetra-
tion depth in the Q-b plane. Strong correlations between
T, and o.( T~0) ~ 1/A, ,b were found in our previous pSR
measurements in high-T, cuprate, organic, bismuthate,
Chevrel-phase, and heavy-fermion superconducting sys-
tems, which we called "exotic superconductors. " The
values of T, /(1/A. ,b ) in these exotic superconductors are
much larger than those of conventional superconductors.
The depinning temperature T;„ is determined by the
competition between the thermal Auctuation and the pin-
ning of vortices, which are characterized by temperature
T and activation energy U~=E, g, ~ g, /k, b, respectively.
The high value of T, /(1/A, ,b ) in the exotic superconduc-
tors makes depinning of vortices possible at the tempera-
ture T;„emsuar blay lower than T, . Since g, is much
smaller than g, b in very anisotropic superconductors like
Bi 2:2:1:2, Uo is much smaller in highly anisotropic su-

tion rate measured in Bi 2:2:1:2crystals do not exhibit
much field dependence. In addition, the average size of
micr ocrystallites in ceramic specimens is more than
several microns; there should be no essential difference
between single crystals and ceramics for phenomena with
a length scale shorter than 500 A. These considerations
lead us to believe the scenario (c) is also unlikely.

The above considerations are supported by our pSR
measurements on the crushed Bi 2:2:1:2 crystals [Fig.
7(c)j. The relaxation rate o. ( T~0) of single-crystal
specimens is increased only to -0.75 ps when the sin-
gle crystals are crushed and pressed into a ceramic pellet.
The relaxation rate is still significantly smaller than the
large relaxation rate cr(T~O)=1. 3 —1.8 p, s ' observed
in normal ceramic specimens of Bi 2:2:1:2.' ' This indi-
cates that the single-crystal specimen is different from
normal ceramic specimen in the hole concentration, and
that scenarios (b) and (c) are not adequate to explain the
difference between the two.

A support for scenario (a) is given by the signature of
static magnetic order found in zero-field pSR measure-
ments (Fig. 8) in Bi 2:2:1:2crystals at low temperatures
T~5 K. Since the 2:2:1:2system with lower hole con-
centrations is known to exhibit static magnetic order, the
appearance of static order indicates that the single-crystal
sample has a substantial inhomogeneity in hole concen-
tration. Although it is not clear if this feature can be
generalized to the specimens used in previous pSR stud-
ies on 2:2:1:2systems, the results in Fig. 8 demonstrate
importance of systematically performing careful zero-
field pSR measurements in the study of the penetration
depth and vortex dynamics. Even after these considera-
tions, the "mystery" of the morphological dependence of
o ( T~O) in the Bi 2:2:1:2system is far from being solved.
Further experimental and theoretical work will be neces-
sary to clarify this problem unambiguously.

In a superconductor, a pinned vortex has lower free en-
ergy per unit length than a free vortex by the amount of
the condensation energy per unit length e, in the Aux
core region
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TABLE I. Depinning temperature.

Compound (morphology)

Bi2SrzCaCu208 (single crystal)
k-(BEDT-TTF)zCu[N(CN), ]Br
(single crystal)
LiTi~04 (ceramic)
Hap 6Kp 4Bi03 (ceramic)
URu2Si2 (single crystal)
YBa&Cu307 (single crystal)
YBa&Cu307 (sintered powder)
La& 85Srp 15Cu04 (single crystal)
K3C6p (polycrystal)

'Present study.
Unpublished.

'P reprint.

T, (K)

90

12.3
11.5
24

1.2
90
91
35
18.9

T;,„(K)
26+2

5.0+0.5
10.0+0.5

21+1
1.0+0.1

83+1
85+1
33+1

18.9+0.5

T;„/T,

0.29+0.02

0.41+0.04
0.87+0.04
0.88+0.04
0.9+0.1

0.92+0.01
0.93+0.01
0.94+0.03
1.00+0.03

3.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.9
2.0
2.0
2.0

40
b
28
c
b
b
b
41

H (kG) Ref.

1.75

Anisotropy

p. lp b 1 —4X10' (at 100 K)

p, /p, b
—10

isotropic (cubic structure)
isotropic (cubic structure)

p, /p, -0.5 (at 300 K)
p, /p. b

—1 —3X10' (at 100 K)

p. lp b 4 (at T, —13 K)
isotropic (fcc structure)

Ref.

37

42
38

39
37

43

perconductors than in more isotropic superconductors.
As a result, the Aux depinning temperature of Bi 2:2:1:2
is much lower than that of YBa2Cu307. Table I shows
depinning temperatures for several superconductors mea-
sured by pSR. We see the tendency that the more aniso-
tropic superconductor has a lower ratio of T;„/T, .

In summary, we have demonstrated that the Aux-

depinning phenomena in a high-T, cuprate superconduc-
tor Bi 2:2:1:2can be studied by pSR technique through
comparison of relaxation rates measured in FC and ZFC
procedures. The irreversibility lines obtained by pSR,
time-dependent dc-magnetization, ac-susceptibility, and
mechanical oscillator measurements can be explained in
the framework of the Aux creep model. The time window
for the pSR measurements is about 10 —10 s. Compar-
ison of the pSR and magnetization results Bi 2:2:1:2and
Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2demonstrate that the Aux depinning temper-
ature T;„ is significantly increased by the Pb substitution,
mainly due to the increase of the activation energy Uo in
the Pb-doped system.

portional to the magnetic fiux P= fB ds through the
detecting coil.

P= —f f Br drdg (A 1)
R 0

= —f"f' '; —,rdrde, (A2)

where r& is distance between the dipolar moment and an
arbitrary point (r cos0, r sin0, 0) in the x-y plane,

r, =(p —r cos9) +(r sinH) +z (A3)

27Tm 1

(1+z /R )
(A4)

When pWO, by expanding B, in series of z/r and p/r, P
can be calculated to second order in z/r and p/r,

In the expression for P, we have used the fact that the to-
tal magnetic Aux through the x-y plane is zero.

When p=0, that is, the dipolar moment is on the z
axis,
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APPENDIX

1. SQUID measurements

In SQUID measurements, it is difficult to calculate
how the sample geometry and the size of the detecting
coils affect the SQUID response. In this appendix, we are
going to illustrate several points.

Consider a simplified model of the SQUID inagnetome-
ter. We have a detecting coil with radius R in the x-y
plane and a dipole moment m=(0, 0, m) is moved to
(p, O, z) from infinity. The response of the system is pro-

2~m 3 p —2z

R 4
(A5)

2vrMV 3 p —2z

R 4 R2
(A6)

Equation (A6) shows that, with a fixed total moment m, a
disk-shaped sample produces more magnetic Aux through
the detecting coil than a rod-shaped sample does. For a
practical SQUID magnetometer, a point-dipole-moment
is assumed to derive magnetization from response. There-
fore, the measured magnetization M,„, can be expressed

as

M,b,
= p= „;,(B—H,„,) ds .R R

2m V 2+V
(A7)

Equation (A6) indicates that the measured magnetization
M b, di8'ers from the real magnetization M by

Therefore, if a small sample with a homogeneous magne-
tization M =m /V is put at the center of the detecting
coil, we have
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M.b. 3 P —2z
—2 —2=1+-

M 4

This shows that M b,
=M holds when p «R and

«R
For a small cylinder of diameter D and length L with

homogeneous magnetization M, we have
'2

Mobs 3 D 1 L=1+—
M 8 2R 2 2R

(A9)

Applying this equation to the SQUID magnetometer
used in our measurements, with R =10 mm and D =5
mm, we find that M,b, /M=1. 02 when L = 1 mm,
and M,b, /M =0.90 when L = 10 mm. Since our
Bi2Sr2CaCu208 and Pbo 78i, 3Sr2CaCu208 crystals all
have dimensions D 5 mm and L &0.2 mm, M b, =M
holds for our measurements with an error less than 3%.

shape have the same magnetization 4aM =gH, „,.
When a magnetic field H,„, & (1 N—)H„ is applied to a

type-II superconductor with a demagnetizing factor N,
the superconductor is in the Meissner state with B =0.
A Meissner state can be experimentally better approxi-
mated by a zero-field-cooling (ZFC) process than a field-
cooling (FC) process due to fiux pinning. In the Meissner
state, the fictitious field H =H,„,/(1 —N) inside the su-
perconductor is quite different from the external field

H,„, for a large demagnetizing factor N.
In ZFC measurements with H,„, ~ (1 N)H—,i, magne-

tization of the superconductor can be much larger than
FC magnetization due to Aux pinning, resulting in a large
susceptibility ~y~. We have noted that, for a fixed mag-
netic Aux density B inside the superconductor, 4aM/H, „,
could be large if the demagnetizing factor N is close to 1.
Following Eq. (A12), we obtain

2. Demagnetizing efFect

4~M y B
H,„, 1+Ny H,„,

1

1+Ny
(A13)

B =H +4~M,

H =H,„,—4+NM,

(A 10)

(A 1 1)

where N is the so-called demagnetizing factor. A suscep-
tibility g defines the relation between M and H as
4aM =gH; we then obtain

4aM
H,„,

x
1+Ny

(A12)

Equation (A12) indicates that the demagnetizing effect
(or "shape effect") becomes much less important for a
weak magnetic specimen with ~y~ &&1 than for a super-
conductor in the Meissner state with g= —1. Except for
a specimen of long rod or ellipsoid of rotation, M and N
are generally not homogeneous inside the specimen.
Nevertheless, Eq. (A12) still holds for averaged M and N,
and the demagnetizing effect is negligible for a magnetic
system with ~y~ &&1. The weak magnetism ~g~ &&1 can
be realized in a paramagnetic specimen, or by cooling a
type-II superconductor in a field H,„,))H„(field-cooling
measurements). When ~g~ && 1, specimens of arbitrary

The above discussion shows that the relation between
M,b, and M relies on both specimen geometry and size of
detecting coils. On the other hand, M is related to the
specimen geometry as following. In any magnetic system
with uniform response M to an applied field H,„„we al-
ways have

In the case of B/H, „,=5/7 (most of the fiux lines still
penetrate into the superconductor) and N =0.9, we have
g= —0.8, and —4m.M/H„, =20/7, which is significantly
larger than 1.

Now we consider the validity of Eq. (2) in Sec. II,
which was derived for an infinitely long, rectangular sam-
ple with the assumption H,„, )&H„(ZFC measure-
ments). The assumption H,„,))H„also guarantees that
the system is weakly magnetized, that is, ~y~ &&1. Since
the demagnetizing effect is negligible in this case, Eq. (2)
can be used in measurements of a thin plate without
modification. For small H,„„more careful calculation
with the critical state model for an infinitely long sample
shows that Eq. (2) provides an underestimation of J, . In
the case of thin-plate samples, the demagnetizing effect
becomes important.

In our measurements of the Bi 2:2:1:2and Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2
crystals, we obtain 4trM/H, „,-—0.2 for Bi 2:2:1:2and
-2 for Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2 at H,„,=10 kOe. This indicates
that the Bi 2:2:1:2crystal is indeed weakly magnetized,
but the Pb-Bi 2:2:1:2crystal not. Therefore, Eq. (2) can
be used to estimate J, in the Bi 2:2:1:2 crystal, but it
should be modified properly to obtain J, in the Pb-Bi
2:2:1:2crystal. Unfortunately, the modification of Eq. (2)
for a specimen of demagnetizing factor N is quite
difficult. Instead, in Sec. II, we found a way to compare
J, between two specimens of the same shape by using the
ratio of the magnetizations at H, „,=0.
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